Kalmar RT240
The World’s Only Rough Terrain Reach Stacker

Unstoppable
in rough terrain
The RT240 is the World’s only Rough Terrain Reach
Stacker. It’s the only machine that can operate in
virtually any terrain, in extreme weather and in up
to 5 feet of water. The RT240 is built to work in
the harshest conditions while safely handling
up to 65,000 pounds.
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Work anytime,
anywhere.
Oil and Gas
The oil and gas industry is recognising the benefit
of containerisation of sand and other supplies for
well sites. With the energy industry becoming more
intermodal and more remote, the RT240 is a
necessary machine to stay agile in this booming
industry. The RT240 can transload sand containers,
creating sand storage anywhere, no matter how
tough the terrain.

Heavy Construction Sites
No ground conditions are more challenging than
heavy construction sites. The RT240 with its
attachments can supplement, and even replace
multiple pieces of equipment on a job site. In turn,
training and transporting costs are reduced. The
RT240 is capable of supporting multiple operations
because of the ability to haul supplies wherever the
need exists. A machine built to operate in rough
terrain means less machine damage and more
uptime for your operations

Lay Down Yards
The containerisation of freight has completely
revolutionized shipping worldwide and allowed
for more efficient trade. Lay down yards can now
be erected anywhere, without regard to ground
preparation. Movement of inventory can be
completed more efficiently and the twist lock
system ensures higher grades of safety when
stacking multiple containers.

Port Operations
With resources continually being discovered
in remote and isolated locations, sophisticated
ports aren’t always in place when you need them.
The RT240 has the capability to drive right off the
ramp of a boat onto land. It can overcome
unstable conditions caused by tides. The RT240 is
also a necessary vehicle to have in your fleet for
established ports for emergency relief.

Forestry
The rough terrain conditions of lumber yards and
forestry operations call for the RT240. Kalmar RT
has in-house engineering capability to meet the
specific needs of these industries with new
attachments in development. RT240’s ability
to easily manoeuvre through deep ruts and
mud means less down time during rainy
seasons of the logging industry.

Mining
Mining sites previously needed extensive
preparation to bring in traditional equipment,
but with the RT240 less prep work needs to
be completed and jobs can be started sooner.
The RT240 does not require paved surfaces
and can jump start operation at a mining site.
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Utility & Versatility
The RT240 handles different kinds of loads. With Kalmar’s
many attachments, the RT240 can supplement and even
replace multiple pieces of equipment on a job site.
Sling lift

Tool carrier

This attachment slings loads up to 48,000 pounds.
The single and dual lift points affords the RT240 the
versatility to handle a variety of loads. Full mobility
of loads and no need for outriggers.

This universal attachment condenses the footprint of
the top handler, giving it more capacity and improved
manoeuvrability. The quick lock feature makes for
simple swapping of attachments anywhere.

Fork lift

Attachment development

The RT240 transforms into a rough terrain fork lift with
a 44,000 pound lifting capacity. The fork lift attachment
features a quick connect mechanism that makes it easy
and fast to attach on location.

With its universal tool carrier, the RT240 is well suited to
work with numerous attachments, such as a tire handler,
cylinder clamp and pipe handler. Kalmar has the capacity
to meet the needs of specific customer requirements.

Container handler
The RT240 with its top handler lifts and stacks both 20
and 40 foot ISO containers up to three high, two deep.
It can top lift fully loaded containers up to 56,000 pounds.

Sling lift attachment

Fork lift attachment

Container handler

Innovation, Service and Support
Kalmar has a dedicated, in-house engineering staff.
New attachments are continually being developed
to broaden the versatility of the RT240.
Advanced load placement

Global Dealer Network

The RT240 has the ability to pick up and place loads
situated in almost any position using side-shifting, tilt,
oscillation, and rotation manoeuvres. The electro-hydraulic
top handler has six axes of movement. It can make more
than one movement simultaneously, allowing the operator
to get to the load quickly. When functioning as a container
handler, the top handler easily adjusts to lift both 20’ and
40’ ISO containers with the flip of a switch.

Kalmar’s outstanding dealer network provides sales
and service support to its customers world wide.

Training

Aftermarket Parts Availability
At Kalmar, we pride ourselves on parts availability for
our customers. We understand that equipment uptime is
critical to the productivity and on-time schedule of your
operations. Our Parts Distribution Center in Cibolo, Texas
has the systems in place to ensure that our unique parts
are well stocked and delivered on time.

Kalmar offers training at its facility in Cibolo, Texas, right
outside of San Antonio. The course work utilizes extensive
training aids including a training simulator called the RETA.
RETA’s are available for purchase for those who require
continual training of the machine. Off-site operator and
technician training are offered for customers at the plant
or at their locations around the globe.

Tool Carrier
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In a class of its own
In addition to being rugged and tough, the RT240 is highly
engineered with capabilities that improve productivity and
efficiencies on the job.

Safety
• The RT240 has passed the most rigorous
military standards for rough terrain.
• Its the only choice for off road and unimproved
ground conditions, giving you the reassurance
that your operators are safe.
• The RT240 meets rigorous rough terrain
standards and can operate in off road conditions
- even where there is mud, sand or snow.

Load Handling & Manoeuvrability
• The RT240 handles full capacity loads
on severe grades up to 27% slopes
• The marriage of the Cummins engine,
ZF transmission and Kessler axles supply the
torque needed to power up inclines.
• Manoeuvrable in tight areas with two-wheel,
four-wheel and crab steer
• The RT240 has travel speeds of 15 mph loaded
and 23 mph empty on paved surfaces.

Transportability
• The RT240 converts into operational mode
in less than 30 minutes.
• Its patented folding boom design makes
it transportable without disassembly or
special tools.
• Can be transported by truck and trailer
on ordinary roads, rail or ship as well as
a C-5, C-17 and ANTONOV 124 aircraft.

Tested.
Proven.
Reliable.

Kalmar created the RT240 Rough Terrain Reach
Stacker in 1999 to meet specific requirements for the
U.S. Army. The U.S. Army required equipment that
could handle the containerized supplies in areas where
infrastructure had been destroyed or was nonexistent.
Since production began in 2000, over 1,300 RT240s
have been produced and delivered to the U.S. Military
and its allies. Together the containerisation of supplies
and use of the RT240 for material handling has
revolutionized the logistics of supplying soldiers in
battle as well as areas affected by natural disasters.
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RT240 Specifications
Engine

Performance

Make

Cummins

Travel Speed (Unladen)

37 km/h; 23 mph

Model

QSM11, US EPA Tier III

Travel Speed (Laden)

24 km/h; 15 mph

Cylinder
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Travel Speed (Reverse, Max)

11.3 km/h; 7 mph

Power

298 kW; 400 HP

Gradeability

at 3 km/h; 2 mph

Displacement

10.8 L/269 cu in

Unladen

27%

Cooling

Hydraulic driven, variable speed fan

Laden

27%

Fuel

Diesel/JP-8/JP-5

Transmission

Fording Depth

1.52 m; 60 in

Weight

Make

ZF

Curb Weight

53,751 kg; 118,500 lbs

Model

4 WG310

Front Axle

29,121 kg; 64,200 lbs

Gears

3 Forward, 2 Reverse

Rear Axle

24,630 kg; 54,300 lbs

Axels

Service Capabilities

Make

Kessler

Fuel Tank

390 L; 103 gal

Model (Front)

LT102PL341/528NLB4650

Hydraulic Tank

681 L; 180 gal

Model (Rear)

LT102PL341/528NLB4660

Brakes

Additional Data

Service

Hydraulically operated and cooled,
in-board, wet disk type

Electrical System

24V DC

Parking

Hand operated, spring applied/
hydraulically released

Alternator

105 Amps

Tyres
Size

29.5 - 35

Transportation Mode

Capacity - Container Handling

Steering Modes

2 wheel steer

4 wheel steer

Crab steer
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Kalmar
103 Guadalupe Drive,
Cibolo, TX 78108
USA
Ph: (210) 599-6541
kalmarglobal.com

